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ELECTIONS,
THE RAND AND THE 
SHORT TERM MEMORY
By Brian Butchart – Managing Director

There is no doubt the recent municipal elections where the most exciting 
in years, with the possibility of change and hope for a better future.

The ANC has been accustomed to securing over 60% of the electorate 
voting in it’s favour in past elections. This time however, the ANC was given a  
run for its money. Although it was widely expected that the ANC would 
probably drop below 60% in the most recent election, very few expected it to 
be below 55%.

In turn this has been very uplifting for opposition parties who have gained 
stronger support from the electorate and is very positive for a young 
democracy such as South Africa.

This has also given South Africans a much needed boost of confidence for 
our battered and bruised psyche, especially after being bombarded over 
the past few years with bad news after bad news. Whether it was falling 
commodity prices, electricity shortages, the drought, political scandals, high 
unemployment numbers, or Nenegate there hasn’t been much to be elated 
about till now.

The elections were well managed with minimal issues, which, in itself is very 
positive and has been well received from both locals and foreigners alike.

In addition the rand has recently strengthened to its best level since 2013 
against the dollar to R13.19 at one stage. Since December 2015 the rand has 
vacillated uncontrollably between R13 and R17 making any decision to buy 
other currencies almost impossible. 
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Some commentators have suggested the recent 
election results have bolstered the rand and 
although it may have been supportive, nothing 
fundamentally or with immediacy has changed 
in SA to concur this theory. Instead international 
factors at play have had a more meaningful 
influence on the local currency of late.

While foreigners continue to buy our bonds – 
this, we believe, is more as a result of renewed 
global search for yield, rather than as a direct 
result of the election. The US is unlikely to hike 
rates aggressively (despite good jobs numbers 
recently), the UK cutting rates and increasing 
QE as well as Japan stepping up QE are having 
a bigger impact on the “renewed search for 
yield” of which SA received some of these flows  
(10y bond yield at decent levels – foreigners are 
buying, supporting the Rand).

South Africa’s interest rates remain very attractive 
to foreign investors while global interest rates 
remain benign.

In addition on the 29th of July 2016, SAB Miller 
announced the pre-conditions and agreed time-
table with  Anheuser-Busch Inbev for the combi-
nation of the two companies which if successful 
should be finalized by mid-October 2016. 

The deal is worth approximately $104 billion which 
will translate into a sizeable flow of capital into the 
SA market which may also be influencing current 
exchange rates.

...THEREFORE
The rand’s recent strength is not a reflection 
on any home-grown improvements, but rather 
international factors playing out, redirecting 
foreign capital to higher yielding emerging 
markets such as South Africa.

Most emerging market currencies have strength-
ened against all other major currencies as the  
renewed search for yield is evident after the  
recent decision from the Bank of England to  
reduce interest rates to 0.25%, and is therefore 
not isolated to South Africa.

These capital inflows however in the past have 
been very fickle on the back of any political risk or 
uncertainty. Any perceived risk and just as quickly 
as these funds flowed in, they flow out. This in turn 
has an impact on the balance of payments which 
affects the exchange rate.
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See below the rand’s movement against the US Dollar from December 2015 to the 
beginning of August 2016:
 

RAND VS USD

December 2015 - August 2016
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Analyst at Landesbank Baden-Wuertemberg, 
Mathias Krieger, the rand’s best forecaster in a 
recent Bloomberg survey suggested the rand 
is overvalued and has little chance of strength-
ening in the next year due to the deteriorating 
competitiveness of South Africa and the “pop-
ulist” policies of President Jacob Zuma and his 
government. Instead he says it may weaken to 
R17 to the dollar.

The ANC party may have been wounded by the 
recent elections, but have no intention of handing 
over power to opposition parties without a fight. 
The jostling for coalitions in the bigger metros 
has not yet been determined, but in the interim 
Zuma remains in power and the ANC remains the 
majority party until the next general elections in 
2019. Will he remain in power until then and will 
there be a change in ANC policy? Who knows? 
Time will tell! What we do know is the impact he 
has had till now.

Just to jog your memory, not so long ago earlier 
this year in fact, SA averted a downgrade to junk 
status by ratings agencies and this risk too seems 
to have been forgotten.

Although Pravin Gordhan managed to avert 
a downgrade in June this year, the ratings 
agencies issued stern warnings to government 
to start implementing promised policy reform, 
which included amongst others cutting back  
on spending, privatisation or part privatisation of 
state entities and creating employment amongst 
others in order to encourage growth, and 
GROWTH is the very ingredient ratings agencies 
are looking for in order to avert a downgrade 
come December 2016.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE TO DATE? NOTHING!

SAA remains in the control of a board who caused 
its woes in the first place and has just recently 
also been given control of Mango. Unemployment 
numbers recently reported are as high as 27% 
with no talk in the recent run up to elections as 
to how the ANC plans to improve this situation. 
Although the ANC indicated its commitment to 
cut spending, the very next day after we averted 
the downgrade, Zuma’s plans for a new jet hit  
the headlines.

At the last MPC meeting the Reserve Bank 
downgraded their growth expectations from 
0.6% to 0% for 2016, so the risk of sub-invest-
ment grade come December 2016 or early 
2017 has not dissipated. Not at all!

This reminds me of how short term our 
memory is, how fickle capital inflows are and 
how vulnerable the rand actually is. 

SO, HOW AS YOUR ADVISORS 
DO WE READ THE CURRENT 
SITUATION? AND... 
HOW AS AN INVESTOR 
SHOULD YOU BE REACTING?

Brenthurst Wealth for many years now has 
been advocating global investment exposure 
within our clients portfolio’s and those that 
heeded our advice have been rewarded 
handsomely, especially those who invested 
several years ago.

In 2011 the rand was at R6.60 against the US 
Dollar and even after the recent rand strength,  
had you purchased dollars at R6.60 you would 
have achieved more than 100% return on  
currency alone.

However our motivation for advising clients to 
invest offshore was never currency alone, but 
rather to protect their wealth from the fortunes 
of one country such as SA and the risks it poses 
to your long term wealth creation as well as to 
expose your portfolio to opportunities which 
may not be available in South Africa.
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Almost all technology and  bio-technology stocks 
for example can only be bought internationally. 
Geographic specific exposure to Indian markets 
and global property stocks have offered fantastic 
investment opportunities and excellent US Dollar 
based returns over the past few years despite the 
recent global volatility.

Although the MSCI World index delivered a dismal 
return of -3.73% in US Dollars over 12 months to 
end June 2016, a lot of which had to do with Brexit 
towards the end of the period in question, most 

international funds Brenthurst Wealth has been 
using in the construction of offshore portfolios 
have done very well over longer periods of time 
and most recently over the last 6 and 3 month 
periods despite global volatility.

The longer term trend as is clearly evident from 
the graph is that international markets have 
managed to deliver exceptional returns to South 
African investors when compared to the local 
bourse over longer periods of time in both US 
Dollars and rand.
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RAND VS USD

IN US DOLLARS

Please find below the MSCI World Index, the S&P 500 and other international indices vs the  
JSE ALSI in order to illustrate how well international markets faired against our local market:

CUMULATIVE RETURN - 11/08/2011 - 11/08/2016
  FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) 11.5

  FTSE All-Share 32.8

  MSCI AC Asia ex Japan 21.9

  MSCI AC World 55.8

  MSCI Europe 32.6

  S&P 500 100.1

August 2011 - August 2016
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For those investors who recently purchased US 
Dollars, the timing perhaps may not have been 
ideal, but an offshore investment is a long term 
investment of at least 5 years or more. The rand’s 
longer term trend has been a depreciating cur-
rency for many years.  

Whatever exchange rate you may have pur-
chased at recently, may seem like a bargain 5 
or more years from now if the trend continues to 
decline, which we believe it will.

IN RANDS

CUMULATIVE RETURN - 11/08/2011 - 11/08/2016
  FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI) 107.4

  FTSE All-Share 144.6

  MSCI AC Asia ex Japan 124.6

  MSCI AC World 186.9

  MSCI Europe 144.2

  S&P 500 268.6

JHB SEMINAR: 14 September 2016
OFFSHORE ASSETS – SHOULD I DECLARE OR NOT?

PRESENTERS: MAGNUS HEYSTEK, BRENTHURST, CHARLES VAN STADEN & ERNIE LAI KING, HOGAN LOVELLS 

VENUE:  Da Vinci Hotel and Suites               TIME: 16h00 to 18h00
 Nelson Mandela Square, 5th Street, Sandton
INFO:   Daleen 011 799 8100 or  pr@brenthurstwealth.co.za   

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER ONLINE: http://qkt.io/p7m4M0 CLICK HERE

Taxpayers with undeclared offshore assets will have six months to regularise their affairs in exchange for tax 
and exchange-control relief after 1 October 2016. If you are affected attend the FREE Brenthurst Wealth  Hogan 
Lovells seminar to learn more about how to manage the process.

CONCLUSION
The recent election results are exciting and reason 
to be optimistic for the future democracy of South 
Africa. However there is a lot to be done by both 
ruling and opposition parties in the next few years 
before the next general election and will take time 
to build and repair the difficulties we currently face. 
In the interim we maintain that the rand remains 
vulnerable to local SA risks despite the recent 
strengthening of the currency which stems from 
the search for yield as international interest rates 
remain benign.

Any perceived uncertainty or risk of populist 
politics will put the rand under pressure.

If you were considering buying Dollars or investing 
offshore, now might be a very opportune time to  
do so.

INVESTMENTS AND WEALTH CREATION 
IS A LONG TERM COMMITMENT THAT 
REQUIRES A STRATEGY AND PATIENCE 
WHICH REWARDS THE DISCIPLINED 
INVESTOR.
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BRENTHURST WEALTH 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS: 
Brenthurst Wealth Management (PTY) Ltd is a registered financial services provider and is a fully-fledged financial 
and  investment services company with offices in Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town.
All our Financial Planners are CFP® Professionals and members of the Financial Planning Institute of Southern Africa. 
They are highly qualified to give advice on all investment matters.

MAGNUS HEYSTEK  EMAIL: magnus@heystek.co.za TEL: +27 (0)83 692 8635
MAGNUS is a director of Brenthurst Wealth and is in charge of investment strategies, research and client communication. 

BRIAN BUTCHART CFP®  EMAIL: brian@brenthurstwealth.co.za  TEL: +27 (0)82 335 5117
BRIAN BUTCHART is managing director of Brenthurst Wealth and head of financial planning at the CAPE TOWN OFFICE.  
Brian is also responsible for compliance and operations throughout the three offices in JHB, PTA and CPT. 

JOHAN BURGER CFP®  EMAIL: johan@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)82 732 8655
JOHAN BURGER is a director of Brenthurst Wealth and head of financial planning at the PRETORIA OFFICE. 

RICHUS NEL CFP®  ACCA EMAIL: richus@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)78 260 4013
RICHUS NEL is the head of financial planning at the TYGERVALLEY WATERFRONT OFFICE in BELVILLE. 
Richus is a fully registered member of ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified Accountants).

RENEE EAGAR CFP® EMAIL: renee@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)83 233 9373

SONIA DU PLESSIS CFP® EMAIL: sonia@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)83 260 4055

MAGNUS L HEYSTEK CFP® EMAIL: magnus1@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)72 071 5567

SUZEAN HAUMANN RFPTM EMAIL: suzean@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (0)21 914 9646

MARISE NEL BCOM FIN MAN, RFPTM EMAIL: marise@brenthurstwealth.co.za  TEL: +27 (0)12 347 8240

ESMERIE PIENAAR BCOM FIN MAN, RFPTM EMAIL: esmerie@brenthurstwealth.co.za  TEL: +27 (0)12 347 8240

ARIN RUTTENBERG BCOM INV MAN EMAIL: arin@brenthurstwealth.co.za TEL: +27 (010) 035 1391

DIRECTOR & HEAD OF MARKETING: SUE HEYSTEK 
sue@brenthurstwealth.co.za
MEDIA LIAISON EXECUTIVE: DALEEN VAN WYK
pr@brenthurstwealth.co.za
FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONSULTANT: ESMERIE PIENAAR
esmerie@brenthurstwealth.co.za

TAX & ACCOUNTS: GAVIN BUTCHART 
gavinb@brenthurstwealth.co.za
WILLS & ESTATES: ROZANNE HEYSTEK-POTGIETER 
rozanne@brenthurstwealth.co.za
LEGAL & COMPLIANCE: MALISSA ANTHONY
malissa@brenthurstwealth.co.za

CLIENT SERVICES & EXECUTIVE ASSISTANTS: 
JHB: +27 (0) 11 799 8100

CHRISTOFF POTGIETER RFPTM

christoff@brenthurstwealth.co.za

CELESTE PHAKHATI
celeste@brenthurstwealth.co.za

ERNA MARÉ
erna@brenthurstwealth.co.za

DANINE VAN SCHALKWYK
danine@brenthurstwealth.co.za

NICCI VAN HEERDEN
nicci@brenthurstwealth.co.za 

JOSH MACRAE
josh@brenthurstwealth.co.za

SANDTON: +27 (0) 10 035 1391
KAREN MUNODAWAFA

karen@brenthurstwealth.co.za

PTA: +27 (0) 12 347 8240
YOLANDI BURGER 

yolandi@brenthurstwealth.co.za

MAGDA KAMFER
magda@brenthurstwealth.co.za

NATASHA WINKLER
natasha@brenthurstwealth.co.za

PHONET NCUBE
phonet@brenthurstwealth.co.za

CPT: DE WATERKANT
+27 (0) 21 418 1236

GREER BEKKER  
greer@brenthurstwealth.co.za

DALEEN NORTJE  
daleen@brenthurstwealth.co.za

BELLVILLE: TYGERVALLEY 
+27 (0) 21 914 9646

RONELLE STIPP
ronelle@brenthurstwealth.co.za

JOHANNESBURG
(FOURWAYS)

Tel:  +27 (0)11 799 8100
Fax:  +27 (0)11 799 8101

Unit 2B, Cedar Office Estate,  
Cedar Road, Fourways, SA

PO Box 10150, Fourways East, 
2055, Gauteng, SA

PRETORIA
(ERASMUSKLOOF)

Tel:  +27 (0)12 347 8240
Fax:  +27 (0)12 347 0601

494A Lois Avenue, Erasmuskloof 
X3, Pretoria, SA

PO Box 32593, Waverley,  
Pretoria, 0135, SA

CAPE TOWN 
(DE WATERKANT)

Tel:  +27 (0) 21 418 1236
Fax:  +27 (0) 21 418 1304 

29 Chiappini Street, De Waterkant, 
Cape Town, 8001, SA

Postnet Suite 275, P/Bag  X22, 
Tygervalley, 7536, Cape Town, SA

BELLVILLE
(TYGERVALLEY) 

Tel:  +27 (0)21 914 9646
Fax:  +27 (0)21 914 6515 

Tyger Waterfront Terraces Block 2, Carl 
Cronje Drive, Tygervalley, Bellville, SA

Postnet Suite 275, P/Bag  X22, 
Tygervalley, 7536, Cape Town, SA

JOHANNESBURG
(SANDTON)

Tel:  +27 (0)10 035 1391
Fax:  +27 (0)86 775 7089 

The Business Exchange, Block 4, 150 
Rivonia Road, Sandton, Gauteng, SA
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DISCLAIMER: Brenthurst Wealth Management is an authorized financial services provider Reg No 2004/012998/07 FSP No. 7833. 
This document should not be viewed as investment advice as each individual investor is different and has different investment needs. Please consult any one of 
our highly qualified investment advisors before acting on the advice and recommendations contained in this newsletter. Kindly contact BWM for an appointment.


